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The Highest Standard in the Industry
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About 
Us Joint Venture 

Dyeing Factory

Subcontracted 
Yarn Supplier

Garment Factory

We are a textile and 
garment converter 
utilizing cutting-edge own 
research and development 
and the latest production 
facilities as well as 
subcontracted mills
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Our Product
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Ø Vent. Collection:

Ø Mesh ventilation panels allow hot air to escape and 
cool air to enter, reducing heat fatigue and improving 
circulation

Ø Stretch Collection:
Ø During exercise, the stretch ability is to help 

you  applying pressure to the skin surface. 
Thus increase the body’s awareness for 
improved posture and stability.

�Fabric 
Specialty

Ø Thermal Collection:
Ø When temperature drops and things get cold,  

the fabrics in our thermal insulation 
collection will keep you going in the grueling 
cold temperature so you can still enjoy the 
sports you love
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Thermal Collection
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�Fabric 
Specialty

Air Fleece
• Knitted using special hollow fibers to create super lofty fleece that traps more hot air 

than traditional fleece to form an insulation layer that keep you warm and minimize 
weight so you can always stay focus on your sport.

Jacq. Fleece
• Using special knitting technique to create geometric shape “air pocket” that traps hot 

air to form an insulation layer that keep you warm and minimize weight. The specially 
engineered air channels promote air circulation so you will feel always feel dry and 
comfortable.

Soft-Shield
• Serious athletes will not let any obstacles get in their way, not even the weather. Our 

Soft-shield Fleece is equipped with high-tech DWR protection so our athletes will stay 
warm and dry no matter what the weather is like.

Bonded Shell
• Durable and ultra light weight fabric provides superior comfort and coverage while 

WR finish keeps the rain away and gives you the total protection you deserve so you 
can focus solely on your workout.
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Stretch Collection
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�Fabric 
Specialty

Tricot fabric
• Tricot fabric compression has been engineered to provide the correct level of surface 

pressure to specific parts of the body. 

Interlock
• With high percentage of Spandex, Interlock stretch fabric offers the best stretch 

ability and coverage for athlete.

Textured Jacq.
• Structural stretch is to engineer to provide the correct level of surface pressure to 

specific parts of the body. This enhances circulation and gets more vital oxygen to your 
active muscles –boosting your power, speed and stamina. 

Nylon
• Nylon is very much suitable for the knitted fabrics because of its smoothness, light 

weight and high strength. Also, Nylon has good elasticity which makes it much 
suitable for the apparel purposes. The excellent elasticity would mean that the nylon 
materials return to their original length and shreds the wrinkles or creases. The high 
elongation and excellent elastic recovery of nylon contributes to the outstanding 
performance in knitted fabrics.
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Vent. Collection
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�Fabric 
Specialty

Jacq. Mesh

•The jacquard mesh provide maximum 
breathability with novelty pattern

Body Mapping

•It provides maximum breathability and 
enhance cooling effect. Thus, heat and 
moisture will move away from the 
specific area and attain stink-proof
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Our Product

�Garment 
Specialty

Sports 
Legging

Sports Bra

Basic 
Essentials 
tee/Polo

Swimwear
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Factory 
Look
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Future Expectation
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We specialized in fabric and garment for several 
years with the strength of great development in 
both yarn and fabric. With the goal of building 
lifelong business relationships with our global 
clients, we are fully committed to producing the 
most advanced active, high-performance textiles 
in the highest quality and competitive cost 
available in the market.


